
If you use it overseas, 
please contact us in 
advance.
Specifications and 
service regulations 
change.

At the time of 
purchase
Cautions and 
Requests

■Items in the photos in this catalog are not included in the price.
■The colors in the photos in this catalog may differ slightly from the actual product.
■Please check the loading area and storage area after carefully checking the dimensions of the product.
■Please unpack the product within 1 week after receiving the product and check the product.
　(Deadline of accident insurance during transport is within one week)
■After transportation and installation, please do not throw away the packaging materials until you c
　onfirm normal operation.
■Prices and specifications are subject to change without notice due to fluctuations and improvements 
in materials and product prices.

■Fall prevention equipment
　for earthquake
（With remover）

Fix the main body and the wall, a
nd cope with earthquakes with a s
eismic scale of 7.
It can be removed and used again 
and again.

■Fall prevention wall
　fixing bracket
（Fix the body and wall）

■Connection bracket
（For stacking 2 units）

For TDC-157・297・507　For EC/NT/PH series

■Adjuster bolt (with plate)

■Adjuster bolt

Steel or Stainless

Steel or Stainless

For  TDC-160,300,510
■Casters (4 sets)

■Overturning prevention 
　fitting for large size
（For   930/1330/1430 ）

Connected to the bolt on the
top plate of the body.

■Humidifying liquid
　DC-W1000

It does not rot even
for a long time

■Horizontal level

Horizontal, vertical, 45 ° measured

■Shelf (with hook)

・TDC-160 type Shelf
・TDC-300 type Shelf
・TDC-510 type Shelf
・TDC-930 type Shelf
・TDC-1330/1430 type Shelf

Useful options

Please read the 
instruction 
manual carefully 
before using.

●Place it in a place that is horizontal and not exposed to 
　direct sunlight, and that is not affected by air conditioning, 
　heat (air conditioners) and steam that are not exposed to 
　outside wind, and moisture.
●In automatic operation, it becomes gradually low humidity
 　while repeating moisture absorption and regeneration.
　※ Humidity accuracy in the storage is 5 to 7% RH.
●Keep floppies and magnetically affected products away 
　from the door's magnetic rubber.
●If you insert paper or cardboard, the inside humidity 
　

　

　will rise.Please open and close the door quickly.
　Dry the damp product with cold air from the Hairdryer 
　before inserting.
●Never put in a flammable medicine.
●The dry caviar lowers the humidity inside the cabinet 
　to keep mold generation and reproduction.　It is not 
　effective in removing mold that has developed.
●Please note that we will not compensate if any defects
　occur in the stored items, even within or outside the 
　warranty period of the product.

Precautions for use
DRY-CABI
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3-21-6, Asakusa, Taito-ku, Tokyo, Japan 111-0032
Phone : 81-3-6802-4012  Fax : 81-3-6802-

Information request and inquiries to the head office Dealer


